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Abstract 
Two multi-mode multi-period portfolio selection models are investigated in 
this thesis to address optimal portfolio selection problems under the un-
certainty of the market return statistics, where the first and second order 
moments of the return rates of the securities depend on the market mode 
that is unobservable and switches between a finite number of states with 
an unknown probability. A "max-min" solution scheme is developed for the 
mean-variance formulation of these multi-mode, multi-period portfolio selec-
tion models. Using an' embedding technique to overcome the nonseparability 
in the problem formulation, the optimal investment policies are derived and 
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Financial market is a playing field for the game of money. When a player 
joins this game, or in other words, an investor makes an investment, the most 
important objectives of the investor are obviously to maximize the return and 
to minimize the risk of the investment decision at the same time. A variety 
of methods that attempt to fulfill this goal have been, developed in the past 
decades. As an influential part of these methods, portfolio selection is to seek 
a best allocation of the wealth among a basket of securities. 
1.1 Portfolio Selection Models 
Without doubt, the fundamental basis of modern portfolio theory was built 
by Markowitz [17] in the 1950s, in which the well-known mean-variance for-
mulation was laid. In his model, return is quantified as the mean and the 
risk as the variance, which establishes a bridge between the practice of fi-
nancial institutions and mathematical analytical tools, such as probability 
theory and optimization approaches. In this section, we will discuss several 
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portfolio selection models and corresponding methods. 
1.1.1 Single Period Models 
The Markowitz model is a single period model. This model has been applied 
and extended in the area of portfolio selection and a large number of papers 
have cited it. As we will see, this model can be formulated as a quadratic 
programming problem with a linear constraint. 
Suppose there are n risky securities with random rates of returns in a 
capital market. Let r^  be the rates of return of these securities. It is also 
supposed that r = [r i ,�2，…，r j ' has a known expectation f = [fi，f2,…，尸n]' 
and a known covariance matrix E = [crij]nxn, where cjij = E[{ri — fi){rj— fj)'. 
An investor joins the market and allocates his/her initial wealth. Let Xi be 
the fraction of wealth invested into the zth security. One advantage of the 
"fraction" analysis is that we can assume the initial wealth is one unit other 
than a special parameter XQ. It should be noted that the "fraction" analysis is 
essentially the same in the sense of mathematics to the "amount" analysis [14: 
where the dollar values allocated to the stocks are taken to form a portfolio. 
In this thesis, we also concentrate on the "amount" analysis. 
Let X = [xi,x2y... ,Xn]- Then the return rate of the portfolio will be r'x, 
and the statistical data f and E give us the expectation and variance of the 
portfolio: 
E{r'x) = f'x, (1.1) 
Var{r'x) = x'T.x. (1.2) 
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The model is thus formulated as follows: 
min x 'Ex (1.3) 
s.t f'x = z, (1.4) 
n 
Z 而 = 1 ， (1.5) 
1=1 
Xi > 0, z = 1, 2 , . . . ,n, (1.6) 
where z is the expected rate of return specified by the investor and E is 
supposed to be positive definite in this model. Actually, this problem can 
be proposed by two other ways: maximizing the return subject to a given 
risk level and maximizing the combination of return and risk by introducing 
a trade-off between them. 
Once Markowitz's model is setup, it can be solved numerically by some 
quadratic programming toolbox. In [22], Merton gave the analytic solution 
under the assumptions that E is positive definite and that short-selling is 
allowed (namely, the nonnegative constraint is omitted). Generally, E is 
positive semi-definite, while it was shown by Green [10] and Mcentire[19 
that E is positive definite under the assumptions that all assets do not have 
the same return and that they are linearly independent. In this thesis, the 
assumption that E is positive definite will be used crucially. 
Another widely used model，proposed by Tobin [29，30], is one where a 
risk-free asset is introduced. This model can be regarded as a special case of 
the general model in (1.3)-(1.6) where all the assets are assumed to be risky, 
and it leads to an easier derivation and a simpler expression of a solution. 
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1.1.2 Multi-Period Models 
The single period model was soon extended to multi-period models, see [27, 
2，24, 21, 23，28’ 6, 11’ 12, 4, 5, 32, 7, 3, 25, 9, 26]. These works in multi-
period models, however, have been dominated by the models of maximizing 
expected utility functions of the terminal wealth. Suppose U is an utility 
function and XT is the terminal wealth. The object function of this type of 
problems is to maximize E{U{XT))^ where U can be of a variety of forms 
such as power form, log form among others. 
It should be emphasized that these models are not of "pure" mean-
variance formulation in multi-period settings. The variance term requires 
the objective function to involve a term which will cause an es-
sential difficulty in solving this problem by dynamic programming. To our 
knowledge, no analytical solution is obtained until Li and Ng's work [14 . 
The major contribution of the work in [14] is to develop an embedding tech-
nique by which the difficulty pointed out above is overcome. The basic idea 
of this technique is to embed the nonseparable problem in the sense of dy-
namic programming with a nonlinear object function U{E(XT)j to a 
separable auxiliary problem with object function E{U{XT))- In [14], an an-
alytical expression of the mean-variance efficient frontier is derived, which 
also has a quadratic form similar to the single period case. The multi-period 
mean-variance model, denoted as can be formulated as: 
max E{xt) — uVar{xT) (1.7) 
n n 
s.t. XT+I = Y^ EIUI -\-{xt-J2 
i—1 i=l 
^ = o , i , . . . , r - 1 , (1.8) 
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where Xt is the wealth of the investor at the beginning of the ^th time period, 
el is the random rate of return of the zth security, uj is the wealth invested 
in the zth security at ^th time period and u is the trade-off between return 
and the associated risk. Here security 0 is taken as the reference. In the case 
with a risk-free asset, security 0 plays the role of a risk-free asset. One of 
the advantages of the formulation of [14] is that the analytical solution of 
the case with a risk-free asset can be generated by the solution for the case 
where all the assets are risky. 
The optimal solution of problem E(UJ) can be located via the solution, 
which can be attained explicitly by the dynamic programming method, of an 
auxiliary problem A{u, A) defined as: 
m a x \E{XT) — OJE{XY) ( 1 . 9 ) 
s.t. wealth dynamics. 
The embedding technique has found many applicaticiis. For example, it 
has been applied to the continuous-time mean-variance model by stochastic 
linear-quadratic (LQ) theory [36]. Another example is the problem of risk 
control over bankruptcy which was studied in [35]. In this thesis, a multi-
dimensional embedding method is developed based on the idea in [14:. 
1.1.3 Continuous-Time Model 
Zhou and Li studied a continuous-time mean-variance model in [36] and a 
stochastic LQ solution framework was established. Employing the embed-
ding technique, mean-variance problems can be transformed into general LQ 
stochastic control problems. Because many mathematical tools are available 
in stochastic control theory, for instance [34], it is possible to handle more 
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complicated situations such as the no short-selling case [15] and the regime 
switching case [33 . 
1.2 Description and Motivation of New Model 
In this thesis, we consider a multi-period mean-variance model with multi 
modes that reflect the uncertainty of the market return statistics. The moti-
vation of building this model mainly includes two aspects: making the model 
closer to the real world and becoming safer in gaining guaranteed returns. 
For the first motivation, we introduce the concept of market modes. It 
should be recognized that the key statistical data about the stock perfor-
mance such as the expected return and the covariance matrix may be in-
fluenced by some basic factors of the market. For instance, the market can 
be "bullish" when the prices of most stocks are rising in this situation. On 
the other hand, if a "bearish" market ."scci;rs, stock prices generally go down. 
In these two different situations, the market statistics can be quite different. 
The commonly used model, for example [14], does not reflect different market 
trends. In the model of [14], the market statistics are supposed to be known 
in advance. The existence of different market trends requires us to allow 
the market statistics to take different values to reflect real market situations. 
So, the concept of market modes is introduced. The market mode, which 
is supposed to switch among a finite number of states, will influence the 
expectation and covariance of the return. Of course, the number of market 
modes does not need to be two. However, more states lead to more involved 
calculation. 
For the second motivation, we adopt the concept of the "max-min" con-
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trol. A straightforward idea is that the switching of the market mode can be 
formulated as a Markov chain. Actually, the continuous-time version with 
mode switching formulated as a continuous Markov chain has been studied 
in [33], when an analytical optimal solution and efficient frontier were ob-
tained. The difference between the model in [33] and the model in this thesis 
is that the market mode of our model is supposed to be nonpredictable and 
invisible. Namely, we do not know the distribution of a market mode and 
can not use the information about market mode to make portfolio decisions. 
For these reasons, the expected return and risk will depend on the mode and 
thus be uncertain, which is different from any other mean-variance models. 
To make the investment safer, we will handle the worst case that may happen 
in the future in two ways. One is to select a market mode that makes the 
portfolio most risky and then, to maximize the return in that mode. The 
other alternative way is to select the mode that makes the least return, then 
to minimize the corresponding risk.' The detailed mathematical formulation 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
Some work on the single period model with uncertain market mode has 
been studied in [8], In this work, another formulation for the uncertainty of 
market parameters was laid and a numerical solution method was discussed. 
Actually, the models studied in [8] can be reformulated as second-order cone 
problems. 
1.3 Major Contributions 
111 this section, we briefly summarize the contributions of this thesis, which 
fall into three areas. This thesis has: 
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1. Set up a general formulation of multi-mode mean-variance model in a 
multi-period setting; 
2. Developed specific methods and algorithms for searching a max-min 
solution in the multi-mode mean-variance model. A numerical solution 
scheme is derived, and by proving some properties of this method, the 
feasibility of the solution scheme is guaranteed; 
3. Derived optimal max-min solutions of two models and has demon-
strated their performance by numerical experiments. 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows, In Chapter 2，a formulation 
based on the idea of multi-mode is set up and the general methodology to 
solve this type of models is developed. In Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4， 
two specific multi-mode portfolio models are investigated and the optimal 
solutions are given numerically by using techniques discussed in Chapter 2. 
Then, in Chapter 5, some illustrative examples are studied. Finally, Chapter 
6 briefly discusses the result of this thesis and lists some ideas for future work 
in this area. 
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Chapter 2 
Formulation and General 
Methodology 
In this chapter, a formulation based on the idea discussed in Chapter 1 will 
be set up and a general two-step approach to solve this type of problems will 
be developed. 
2.1 Formulation 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the wealth dynamics and a suitable object func-
tion are two key ingredients in building a portfolio model. Our new formula-
tion will be expatiated by investigating these two key points. Dynamics will 
be fully discussed and a general form of the multi-mode formulation will be 
proposed in this section. 
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2.1.1 Dynamics 
We consider a capital market with (n + 1) risky securities, with random rates 
of returns. An investor joins the market at time 0 with an initial wealth XQ. 
The investor can allocate his/her wealth among these (n + 1) assets, and the 
wealth can be reallocated among the (n + 1) assets at the beginning of each 
of the following (T — 1) consecutive time periods. The return rates of the 
risky securities at time period t are denoted by vector e^  = e J , . . . , e"]', 
where e{ is the random return for security j at time period t. 
Let Xt be the wealth of the investor at the beginning of the tth period, 
and let ul,j = 1 , 2 , . . . ’ n , be the amount invested in the jth risky asset at 
the beginning of the tth time period. The amount invested in the 0th risky 
asset at the beginning of the tth time period is equal to Xt - u{. Then 
the wealth dynamics can be given as: 
" . / “ \ 
而+1 = X ] eWt + 卜 - X I w 
j=i \ j=i / 
=e^tXt + Plut, t = 0，l，...，T —1， （2.1) 
where 
Pt = [Pt\ ….，Pn' = [fei - e?)’ - e?)，…，(e? - e? ) ] ' . (2.2) 
Being different from the multi-period model studied in [14], in this thesis, 
we will focus on a multi-period model modulated by a finite number of market 
states. Namely, we suppose that in each time period, there exist N possible 
market modes. These modes are indexed by i, i = 1，2,.. . , iV, at each time 
period. If we use at to denote market mode at the 计h period, then at is a 
random variable taking value in a finite space = {1，2，•..，TV}. 
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Definition 2.1.1 A vector valued random variable 
a = [0：0,«1,... jC^T-i]' (2.3) 
is called an overall horizon market mode, or simply market mode whenever 
no confusion would occur, if it takes value in the set M.^. 
Since M.^ is a also a finite set (actually, the number of elements in it is JSfT�, 
we can index all possible values of a by {a卜� ,i = 1,2，…，M, M = N'^}. 
Throughout this thesis, when we say Q;[ij occurs, or o； = a⑴，it means 
that the realized market mode at each time period is “ ！ 丄 丨 ， 亡 = 0 ， 1 , . . . ， r — 1. 
We also introduce the following notations. For a random variable X , we 
denote 
E I { X ) = E{X\A = a � )， （2.4) 
= = (2.5) 
Using above .lotations, we denote 
VaniX) = Ei{X') — (2.6) 
In this thesis, the random vectors et, t = 0 , 1 , . . . , T — 1, are assumed to 
have a known conditional return and a known conditional covariance when 
the market mode a is given. Mathematically, the following quantities are 
known: 
E{et\a 二 a ⑷ ） = … ’ (2.7) 
and 
「 W [i] 1 
Cov(etla = at^l) = ： . . . ： , (2.8) 
_ • • • • 
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where 
= E i 舰 - k , l = 0,...,n. (2.9) 
Let us now discuss the information set before the so-called "admissible port-
folio policy" is defined. Because the market mode is assumed to be unob-
servable, the information set at the tth period is defined in this thesis as 
Jt = {a;o, uo, rri, Wi，•. •，Xt-i,Ut-i,Xt} . (2.10) 
Remark that if the market mode can be observable, then the information set 
at the tth. time period should be: 
Jt = {rco, uo, ao’ rci, Wi, a i , . . . , Xt-i,Ut-i, at- i ,Xt, a j • (2.11) 
A dynamic portfolio policy is an investment sequence: 
TT = { / i o ’ " l , • • • ’ " T - l } 
( - _ � _ — — > 
A^O Ml /^T-1 
= ， ’…， . (2.12) • • • 
� / ^ O Ml MT-1 
Definition 2.1.2 A portfolio policy is called admissible if for every t, fit 
only depends on the information set at beginning of the t-th period, P. More 
specifically, jit maps P into a portfolio decision at the t-th period 
1 [ "；(/” 
/ = 八 ） . (2.13) 
_ < J [ 綱 _ 
We use n to denote the set of all admissible policies. 
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2.1.2 General Form 
An essential difference between out model and the one studied in [14] is that 
for a given portfolio decision w, we can not determine the term E{XT) and 
Var{XT) because of the absence of the distribution information of market 
mode a in the multi-mode model. The only information available is the 
conditional terms: E{xT\ci = a^ ) and Var{xT\a 二 The general form 
of the multi-mode portfolio problems {GFP) is given as 
{GFP) max min Ji(7r) = FI{EI{XT)U,VARI(XT)U) (2.14) 
ttGII I 
s.t. XT+1 = E^TXT + P'TUT, ^ = 0 , 1 , . . . , T - 1 , 
where : ^ i?, z = 1 , 2 , . . . , M, and the notations Ei{xT)\'K and Vari{xT)\-K 
are defined as Ei[xT) and Vari[xT)^ respectively, when portfolio policy tt is 
used. 
The two models studied in the following chapters can be viewed as the 
special cases of the general form, and can be solved by the general method 
developed in the next section. 
Definition 2.1.3 A portfolio policy is called optimal if it is admissible and 
satisfies the condition 
min MTT*) > min JATT), Vtt G IT. (2.15) 
l < z < M ^ ‘ 一 \ < i < M \ ” 乂 , 
2.1.3 Assumptions 
It is assumed in this thesis that, for a given market mode q;[i】，the vector e^ , 
t = 0 , 1 , . . . , T — 1, are statistically independent. That is, 
Assumption 2.1.4 Under the condition of a given market mode, the ran-
dom vectors e^ , ^ = 1 , 2 . . . ’ T — 1 , are mutually independent. 
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We need also an assumption that, at any market mode, the covariance matrix 
of the return rates of the securities is positive definite. 
Assumption 2.1.5 
coVi{et) — 0’ 力=0’ 1’..•，T - 1. (2.16) 
Assumption 2.1.5 leads to the following results: 
Ei{ete[) = cov i {e t )Ei {e t )Ei {e [ ) y (2.17) 
Moreover noticing that 
_ me?)” me?)PD -
_ me?)Pt) HPtPl) _ 
- "1 r n' 
1 0 ... 0 1 0 ... 0 
- 1 1 . . . 0 - 1 1 . . . 0 
= Ei{ete'i) y 0 
- 1 0 . . . 1 - 1 0 . . . 1 _ "J L _ 
for any 2 = 1 , 2 , . . . , M. t = 0 , 1 , . . . , T - 1, (2.18) 
and 
“ V a n { e ' , ) cov,(elPl)‘ 
_ coVi{e^,Pt) coVi{Pt) _ 
1 0 ... 0 1 0 ... 0 
- 1 1 . . . 0 - 1 1 . . . 0 
= coviiet) >- 0 
- 1 0 . . . 1 - 1 0 . . . 1 • � L • 
for any i = 1’ 2，... ’ M . 力 = 0 ’ 1，... ’ r — 1’ (2.19) 
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we conclude that 
EiiPtP；) y 0， （2.20) 
coViiPt) y 0 (2.21) 
for any z = 1, 2,..., M. t = 0’ 1’...，T — 1. 
Remark, both of the two assumptions are also imposed in [14] with similar 
forms. Assumption 2.1.5 is essential in the original Markowitz's model [17 
and continuous time model [36] (actually, the assumption in [36] is even 
stronger.) 
2.2 Methodology 
After the above formulation is set up, we concentrate on how to handle this 
type of problems. 
2.2.1 Weighting Problem 
The dynamic portfolio selection problems are financial applications of optimal 
control problems in nature. Specially, in this thesis, our problem is a minimax 
control problem. A lot of works has been proposed to handle this type of 
problems. Since it is difficult to solve the "min-max" or "max-min" problems 
directly, a weighting approach is commonly used. For example, a continuous-
time problem with linear system and quadratic multiple-target is considered 
in [13]. It has been proven in [20] that the minimax solution can be achieved 
by maximizing the convex combination of objective functions. This idea is 
also applicable to our problem, essentially due to the convex (concave in our 
model) property. In this section we will show that the "max-min" problem 
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can be adapted into a minimax problem of weighting scheme {MWP) which 
is defined as follows 
M 
{MWP) min max (2.22) 
7er Tren 
s.t. xt+i = e^ x^t + 力= 0 , 1 , . . •, T — 1, 
where F = {7 = (7i’ •..，7m) e 11：； !^?; = 1, 7 i > 0} . 
The relationship between the general problem (GFP) and the minimization 
problem (MVKP) is stipulated by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1 If Ji{7r) is concave respect to tt for any i, then 
M M 
max min J, (tt) = iji說 r j i 普 ; 入 ⑷ = 說 (2-23) 
i=l i=l 
Proof. It is obvious that, for any given tt G 11, 
M 
min Ji{7r) = mm 7i Ji(7r). (2.24) 
i=l 
This leads to the first equation in 2.23. 
The proof of second equation in 2.23 proceeds from Vinter's result of 
Theorem 3.4.5 in [31]. In his theorem, it is proved that if the following four 
conditions 
1. n and r are convex sets, 
2. for any 7 € F, J]二丄飞 Ji(jr) is concave in tt, 
3. for any tt, Yl i i i 7i入(兀)is convex and continuous in 7, 
4. r is compact, 
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are satisfied, then we can conclude that the second equation of (2.23) holds. 
The first condition is obviously satisfied. Since 7 > 0, from the assumption, 
the second condition is satisfied. For any tt, X l ^ i liJii'^) is linear in 7, and 
therefore is convex and continuous. Finally, F is a bounder close set, so it is 
compact. The proof is complete.• 
Theorem 2.23 implies that the original problem {GFP") can be turned 
into the weighting problem {MWP). Specifically, suppose 7* is the op-
timal solution of (MWP), and, 7r*{Y) is the corresponding maximizer of 
J ^ f i i M M兀 ) , t h e n , 7t*{Y) is the optimal solution of { G F P ) . Hence we can 
set up a two-step scheme of solving the "max-min" problem. In the first 
step, the weighting form Y l ^ i l i M ' ^ ) with a given parameter 7 is solved 
and parameterized optimal solution 7r*(7) is generated. Then, in the second 
step, the "min-max" solution is identified by minimizing 入(兀*(7)) 
with respected to 7 over T. 
“ A n o t h e r useful result in studying the specific model in the next chapters 
is the convexity of Vari^xr) in tt. Because Ei ixr ) is linear on tt for any z, 
investigating the convexity of the term Vari{xT) will facilitate the study of 
the concavity of Ji. 
Proposition 2.2.2 For any i, Vari{xT)\TT is convex on policy tt for any i. 
That is, for any two policies and tt^  6 11，we have 
Vari{xT)\^i + Vari{xT)\^2 > 2 . (2.25) 
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u^ ^ = : ， 2 = 1 , 2 , (2.26) 
(z) 
respectively. Then the portfolio decision corresponding to + tt^) will be 
+ w(2)). Remark, the portfolio decisions, u � , u � and + tt^) are 
random variables. Noticing the dynamics: 
xt+i = e X + P S 力=0,1,…，:T - 1, 
and solving these recursive equations, we have 
T-L T-1 / T -1 \ 
工T = n ^ ^ o + E n 尸t'w 
t=0 t=0 \k=t+l / 
T-1 
= Y l ^t^o + Pu, (2.27) 
t=0 
where 
11^=1 ^ fc-^ o 
P= . (2.28) 
PT-\ 
In order to prove 
Vari{xT)\^, + Vari{xT)\^2 > 2 Van(a;r)|i(^1+^2) ’ (2.29) 
or 
/ T - 1 \ / T - 1 \ 
Van n e?工0 + Pu� + Van J"J e^xo + Pu� 
\t=0 J \t=0 / 
> 2 y a n l[e^tXo + P Z , (2.30) 
\t=o 丄 ） 
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we only need to prove 
Vari + Van ( ^ ^ � ) 
( T-L \ /T-L \ 
J l e?Xo, A / � + 2C0Vi J J e?a;o, Pu� 
t=0 ) \t=0 J 
> ^Van ( A i � + P u � ) + 2C0Vi (yI e^Xo, A x � + (2.31) 
That is 
Vavi 
( A / � ) > CoVi (Az⑴，Ax(2)) ’ (2.32) 
or 
臺T/ari( />(^i� -u⑵)）> 0, (2.33) 
which holds obviously. The proof is complete.• 
2.2.2 Search For Optimal Weighting Coefficient 
Suppose, for any given 7，the parameterized weighting problem PWP{'y): 
M 
{ P W P m max (2.34) 
^ i=l 
s.t. x^+i = e^xt + Piut, t = 0，1，…，r - 1， 
can be solved and a parameterized optimal solution tt* (7) can be obtained 
using some method to be developed in the next two chapters. Then the last 
step of the process of solving the original problem {GFP) is to search for an 
optimal 7* that minimizes the dual function 丑(7) which is defined as follows, 
M 
i f ( 7 ) = max 入(兀). (2.35) ttGH ‘ “ 
i=\ 
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Optimal 7* can be found by solving the minimization problem 
{MH) mmi^(7 ) . (2.36) 
A Lagrangian primal-dual solution method is discussed in [1]. The central 
idea of this method is to prove the differentiability of the dual objective func-
tion (one can refer to [1] for detailed discussion on Lagrangian duality) under 
some assumptions. Numerical methods available in nonlinear programming 
then give efficient ways in searching the optimal coefficient 7*. Here we first 
present two properties of the function 丑(7)，whose proofs are almost the 
same as those in [1]. 
Proposition 2.2.3 is convex over T. 
Proof. Let 9 G [0，1]. For any E F, we have: 
M 
+ (1 - 0 )7 ' ) = m ^ 
^ i=l 
M M 
i = l 2 = 1 
= + (1 — (2.37) 
Theorem 2.2.4 If for a point j e T the problem {PWP{j)) has a unique 
optimal solution 7R*(7)； and 7R*(7) —> TT* (7) when 7 —> 7, then H is differen-
tiable at 7. Furthermore, 
V / / ( 7 ) = = [Ji(7r*(7)), J2(7r* � ) ’ . . . ’ JM(7r* � ) ] ' ， ( 2 . 3 8 ) 
where J(7r) is defined in (2.14). 
Proof. Denote 1 1>許 ( 7 ) to be the set of optimal policies of problem {PWP{j)), 
that is 
np iyp (7 ) = {ttItt is an optimal policy of ( P W P i ' y ) ) } . (2.39) 
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For two points 7 and 7 G F, suppose tt* G ^pwri'l) and 元* e ^*pwpi'y)-
Then, from the definition of H, we have 
/ / (7 ) - > i J { r ) — f j ( r ) = (7 — 7 ) ' j ( r ) (2.40) 
and 
H(a) — Hia) > f j(7r*) - 7'J(7r*) = ( 7 - 7)V(兀*). (2.41) 
Thus, 
0 < i j ( 7 ) - / / ( 7 ) - ( 7 - 7 y j ( r ) 
< (7-销納-测 
< l l 7 - 7 ) I I P ( 0 - ^ r ) l l , (2.42) 
which yield 
Q < H[i) - H{j) (7 - ^yjjr) 
一 Il7 — 7)11 Il7 — lOI 
< ||J(7r*)-J(r)||. (2.43) 
Letting 7 - ^ 7 , from the assumption, we have tt* —元*. Since J is continuous, 
J(7r*) — J ( r ) . Therefore, 
lim 耻 • 女 侧 = 0 . (2.44) 
-y—f-y 7 — 7 
This shows that H is differentiable at 7 and the gradient is J(开*). • 
With these two properties, a reduced gradient method will be employed 
to search the optimal 7*, and a global optimal solution can be determined. 
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Chapter 3 
Model I: A Trade-off Between 
Risk and Return Is Given 
3.1 Problem Formulation 
Consider a capital market with (n+1) risky securities with random rates of 
returns e^ . The wealth dynamics (2.1), Assumption 2.1.4 and Assumption 
2.1.5 given in Chapter 2 are employed. If the trade-off between the return 
and the risk is specified by the investor, our model is to maximize the worst 
combination of the conditional expected return and the associated risk, rep-
resented by the conditional variance, with a given trade-off coefficient uj. The 
formulation is defined as follows: 
max min Ei{xT) — uVari{xT) (3.1) 
7r€n i 
S.t. Xt+i = e^ Xt + Plut, t = 0 ,1 , . . . , T — 1, 
where u G (0, oo), and Ei{xT) and Vari{xT) are defined in (2.4) and (2.6), 
respectively. 
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Compared with the general form, we see that Ji(7r) = Ei{xT) —ujVari{xT) 
in the present model. Since cj > 0, from Proposition 2.2.2 we conclude that Ji 
is concave on tt. In view of the method developed in the general methodology, 
we only need to solve the problem 
M 
min max > ^AEAxt) — uVarAxT)] (3.2) 
7ER TREN � 乂 i=\ 
S.t. Xt+i = e^Xt + Pj-Ut, 力= 0 , 1 , . . . , r _ 1. 
In the solution scheme, we first consider 7 as a given parameter, then solve 
a weighting problem to be specified in the next section. 
3.2 Solution to the Parameterized Weighting 
Problem (P肝(7)) 
In this section we solve the parameterized weighting problem {PWP{'y)) with 
a given 7. The problem is defined as 
M 
max - ujVanixT)] (3.3) 
z=l 
S.t. xt+i = e^xt + P^uu t = 0，1，…’ T - 1. 
Denote U^^wpil) to be the set of optimal policies of problem (PVFP(7))， 
that is 
= {ttItt is an optimal policy o f (P iyP (7) ) } . (3.4) 
Unfortunately, the problem {PWP{'y)) is nonseparable in the sense of 
dynamic programming, because the variance term involves a nonlinear func-
tion of the expectation term: Vari{xT) = Ei{x^) — Ef{xT)- Noting that 
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EilEf {‘\I')\P] + 丑 汗 W > s,Vz, wee see that iPWP{j)) can not be 
directly solved by dynamic programming. 
3.2.1 Construction of the Auxiliary Problem A(7, A) 
A solution procedure using an embedding technique will be developed in this 
section to seek an optimal dynamic portfolio policy with a given 7. We first 
construct an auxiliary problem ^ ( 7 , A): 
M 
(A(7 ,A) ) max Y^j i [XiEi{xT) - ujEiix^r)] (3.5) 
i=l 
S.t. xt+i = e^ tXt + 力=0 ’ 1 , … ’ T - 1. 
Denote 11^(7, A) to be the set of optimal policies of problem (^ (7 , A)), that 
is 
A) = {ttItt is an optimal policy of (^ (7 , A))} . (3.6) 
Denote 
2UEI{XT) + 1 2ujEI{XT)U + 1 
2UJE2{xt) + 1 2UE2[XT)1 + 1 , ” � 
d^ TT) = = (3.7) 
• • 
• • • • 
2uEm{xt ) + 1 2uEm{xt)\-. + 1 
- � TT L _ 
Theorem 3.2.1 / / tt* G ll*pwp{7), then tt* G 
Proof.: We define 
[/(五 1(4)’ …，五M(4)’ EI(xt),…，EM{XT)) 
M 
= 二 7 揭 f e r ) - uVari{xT), 
i=l 
M M M 
= l i E i i x r ) TiEf ( 工 T ) 丑 ( 3 . 8 ) 
i=l i=l i=l 
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Then, 
dU , � 
广 认 (3.9) 
du , � 
m ^ ) = — ⑴ 飞 , (3.10) 
and since ^i[Ei{xT) + ujE1(xt) — ujEi{x'^)] is convex of Ei{xT) and Ei {x^) 
for i = 1，2’ . . .， t h u s the summation Y^^i ji[Ei{xT)+ojEf{xT) 一 ujEi{x'^)] is 
convex of Ei{xT) and Ei{x^). 
By contradiction, assume that tt* 朱 11^(7,rf(7r*)), then there exists a tt 
such that 
M M 
"^ji[di(7r*)Ei{xT) - cJi 丑i04)] > ^7i[di{7r*)Ei{xT)-� i 五 i 0 4 ) ] . 
i=l tt =^1 tt* 
Noticing the convexity of U on Ei(XT) and Ei{xj)^ z = 1, 2 , . . . , M , we have 
V (五1(4)，丑2(4)，…,五M(4),丑ifer)，丑2(a>r)’ … , ‘ 
> (五1(4)，丑2(4)，….,^M(Xt),五1(工T), …, E M ( x T ) ) l n * 
M M 
+ [ 丑 - 丑 i ( 4 ) k * ] + Y.M(7r*))[Ei{xT)\n - Ei{xT)M-
i=l i=l 
This yields 
[/(五 1 ( 4 ) ,场 ( 4 ) , …， E i { x t ) , E 2 ( x t ) , …， E m { x t ) ) U 
〉C/( J^ l (4)，丑2 ( 4 ) ” . •’五ikT ( 4 ) :EI{xt),E2{XT),...,EM {XT) ) Itt* , 
which contradicts the assumption that tt* g ^pwpil)- The proof is com-
pleted. • 
The optimal solution of the auxiliary problem A) can be derived 
analytically using dynamic programming. To do this, introduce a random 
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variable A as 
A = A i i f a = a � （3.11) 




It is obvious that E{- ) is linear. Then ^ ( 7 , A) can be rewritten as 
A ~ O 
maximize E{Xxt — ujx^) (3.13) 
subject to Xt+i = e^xt + P^Ut, 亡 = 0 , 1， . . .， T — 1. 
Now, we demonstrate how to use dynamic programming algorithm to 
solve this problem with the random parameter A. 
The dynamic programming algorithm starts at stage T — 1. At stage T-1, 
the optimization problem for a given XT-I, is as follows, 
max JT-1 (u t - i\XT - I ) 
= m a x E{XXT — cjx^} 
By solving 二 - ; = 0, we obtain 
= E - I ( P T - I P t - I ) - X T - i H e T - i P r - i ) . (3.14) 
A 
The positive definiteness of the term E{PT-IPT-I) is guaranteed by the As-
sumption 2.1.5. Then substituting u^^i back to J^- i , we get the optimal 
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cost-to-go given XT-I-
- a ; [ 斯 ( 4 _ i ) 2 ) - 斯 左 匈 4 - i P T - I ) ] 
=XT-IXT-I - + CT-1, (3.15) 
where 
AT-1 = HH-i) - (3.16) 
Ct 一 1 = (3.18) 
Suppose that the cost-to-go at stage t is of the following form 
Jt{xt) = Xtxt — uJtxl + Ct, (3.19) 
where 
l , . . . , T - 2 , (3.20) 
AT-1 = - (3.21) 
亡 = l ， . . . ， T - 2 ， （3 .22) 
o^T-i = C J [ 斯 4 - 1 ) 2 ) - 斯 左 - i P D 应 I ) ] ， ( 3 . 2 3 ) 
T-l 
Ct = Y A , (3.24) 
k=t 
A2 
(5k 二 k = t,t + 1,…,T — 2, (3.25) 
CT-1 = (3.26) 
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Notice that this induction assumption holds at stage T — 1. 
At stage t — 1, the optimization problem for a given Xt-i is as follows, 
max Jt_i(?/t_i|a;t_i) 
= m a x E{\tXt - Utx]} + Ct 
= m a x 
- 2ujtXt-iE{eliPU)]'^t-i 
-Utu[_,E{Pt.,PU)ut-i + Ct. 
By solving = 0，we obtain 
u U = ^ ^ ( P t - i ) - X t . , E ( e U P t . , ) . (3.27) 
The positive definiteness of the term E{Pt - iP l_ i ) is also guaranteed by 
the Assumption 2.1.5. Then substituting U;一丄 back to JT-I, we get the 
optimal cost-to-go given Xt-i： ‘ 
Jt-i(^t-i) = A, \E{eU) - E{PU)E-\Pt.,PU)HeUPt-i)\ 
- -
= h - i X t - i - ^t - iXt- i + Ct- i , (3.28) 
where 
At-i = A, [ E { e U ) - ， (3.29) 
^ t - i = ^tmelif) - HeUPU)E-\Pt-iPU)HeliPt-i)l (3.30) 
\2 
Ct-1 = -^HPU)E-\Pt-iPU)HPt-i) + Ct. (3 .31) 
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Thus, the optimal portfolio policy of (A(7，A)) is as follows, 
ul{xt) = - K t X t + vu (3.32) 
where 
Kt = 力 = 0 ， 1 , . . . ， r - 1, (3.33) 
vt = ^ D t E - \ P t P l ) E { P t ) X T - i t 二 0，1，... , T - 2’ (3.34) 
Vt-1 = ^ ^ - ' ( P T - I P t - I ) ^ ( A P T - I ) , (3.35) 
and 
3.2.2 Discussion on Parameter 入 
The remaining task is to determine parameter A, so as to achieve the opti-
mal solution of problem (PWP(j)). Theorem 3.2.1 implies that n p ^ p ( 7 ) C 
UAGi^ Af 11*^(7, A). For a given 7，n*A(7，A) is parameterized by A. So prob-
lem (PWP(j)) is reduced to the following equivalent maximization problem 
(MA) max U (五I(4)，…’丑M(4)，丑I(工 T),... ’ 五]\^(灯)），(3.37) 
AG xv 
where Ei{x'^) and Ei{xT), i = 1 , 2 , . . . , M , are the expected values of x"^  and 
Xt, respectively, when the optimal policy of A(7, A) is used and U is defined 
in (3.8). 
One essential difficulty in the above maximization problem is that U may 
not be strictly concave in A. However, observing the form of optimal solution 
of (^ (7 , A)), we see that the parameter A only exits in the term %，，. In other 
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words, we only need to maximize on “？V，’亡= 0 , 1 , . . . , T — 1，which is an nT-
dimensional vector. If this can be done, the optimal policy of {PWP{'-f)) can 
be obtained. The advantage of solving the problem in this way is, as to be 
showed later, that U is strictly concave in Vt,t = 0,1,... ,T — I. 
Theorem 3.2.2 If the portfolio policy is given by Ut = —KtXt + Vt, then 
U (五1(工圣)’...’ EI{XT)：…，EM{XT)) is of a quadratic form ofv, that 
is, there exists an nT x nT matrix Qy, an nT-dimensional vector py and a 
real number Vy such that 
U = -v'QyV + pyV + r 们 (3.38) 
where 
Vi 
v= . . (3.39) 
VT-I ‘ 
Furthermore, Qy is positive definite. 
Before we prove the theorem, we need a lemma. 
Lemma 3.2.3 If the portfolio policy u is a constant (not feedback), then 
Vari(xt+i) > Vanixt), / o r t = 0’ 1’ …， r - 1，；i = 1，2，• •.，M. (3.40) 
Proof. By the Assumption 2.1.4’ for any given market mode a[化 Xt is inde-
pendent of Pt), and Ut is a determined constant. So it holds that 
Vari{e',xt)=五妝?尸)似:-校；彻0 
= E i { { e ' , f ) V a n { x t ) + Vau{e'^)Ef(xt), (3.41) 
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and 
CoViie'lxuPlut) = Ei(eOt工tPiut) - Ei[eQt工t}Ei[P;^ut) 
= E i { x t ) C o V i { e l P i ) u t . (3.42) 
Thus, taking variance on both sides of the wealth dynamics (2.1), we obtain 
Vari{xt+i) = Vari{e%) + u[CoVi{Pt)ut + 2Cov{e^^Xt, PS) 
-^2Ei{xt)Covi{el Pl)ut + u[CoVi{Pt)ut 
丄 r w 、 ' i [ Cov,{elPi) 1 F E,{xt)“ 
-\-[Ei{xt),u^] 
_ CoVi(elPt) CoVi{Pt) \ [ ut _ 
> Vanixt ) , (3.43) 
where first inequality is due to the assumption that CoVi[et) is positive def-
inite for any i, and the second inequality is because > Ef{e^) > 1 
and Van > 0, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , M . • 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2. Substituting Ut = —KtXt + Vt to the wealth 
dynamics (2.1), we have 
rr 计 1 = (e? - P[Kt)xt + P /叫 t = 0’ 1 ’ . . .，T — 1. (3.44) 
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Solving the above equation recursively, we get 
工T = n ( e ? - P;K,)xo + E f n - ^ fc^ )^) ^tVt 
t=0 t=0 \k=t+l J 
= 似 [ J V Q P i 认 ( 3 . 4 5 ) 
t=o ： 
Pt-1 
For OL = Q；⑷，taking expectation on both sides of (3.45) gives 
Ei[XT)=丄丄五— PtKt)xo + • V. (3.46) 
t=o , ： 
EiiPr-i) 
Then taking the variance on both sides of (3.45) for a = cJ j^’ we obtain 
Vanixr) = Van{f[{e',-PlK,))xl + v'Cov, F l L s V 广 尸 ‘ 似 Pi ” 
t=o : 
U P t — 1 , J； 
t=o : 
v L pt-1 J y 
Hence, 
U (五i04)，• •.,丑M04)，EI{xt), . •.，EM{XT)) 
=-vQyV + pyV + r们 (3.48) 
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where 
Q … h i C o ” i 雌 ： 哪 ， (3.49) 
t=l : 
U Pt-1 j j , 
i=l t=0 ： 
V L Pt-1 J ； 
nl：! ^iie', - P^K,)E,(Po) y 
+ . ， (3.50) 
1=1 : 
_ EiiPr-i) _ 
M �r—1 T- i 1 
rv = Y ^ y i + . (3.51) 
i二 1 f=o . 
To prove that Qy is positive definite, we need to prove U to be strictly concave 
in V. Take two different G R^^. For an arbitrary matrix Kt, t = 
0,1, . • •，r — 1, denote by t t � and 7r(2) the portfolio policies determined by 
w”）= —KtXt + v} and wp) = —IQxt + v^, respectively. Now, we only need 
to prove that 
^(^IttO) + U\^i2)) < ？7|(7r(i)+7r(2))/2- (3-52) 
Noting that 
+ E i { xT )U2) )=丑 i ( a ;T )| (兀⑴� ) / 2 , i = 1，2’ …，M (3.53) 
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and 0； > 0. We can thus conclude that 
� + �iMIvr�)�"^an(a^:r)|^)+7r(2))/2’ 
i = 1，2，...，M (3.54) 
will guarantee (3.52). From the proof of Proposition 2.2.2, we only need to 
prove that 
— w � ) ） � 0 ， i = 1，2’...，M. (3.55) 
Now we construct a dynamics with the initial wealth rco = 0 and denote 
by 7r(o) the portfolio policy determined by 
40) = 41) 一 ^ (2) = ^(1) _ ” p ) ,力 二 0,1，...，T _ 1. (3.56) 
Noting (2.27), we have 
� - u � ) ] / t t r , : ( a > r ) L ( � ) . (3.57) 
By contradiction, assume that Vari(ccT) = 0. Since the portfolio decision is 
a constant, from Lemma 3.2.3, we have 
Vari(xt) = 0, t = 0，l，...，T—1. (3.58) 
However, Covi(et) y 0, t = 0,1,... ,T - L So Vari(xi) = 0 leads to 11(0�) = 0 
and thus Xi = 0. Using induction, we have w;。）二 0 and Xt = 0, t = 
1 , 2 , . . . , T — 1, which contradicts that ？;“）and v^ ^^  are different.• 
Some relationship between v and A can be investigated. In fact, it is clear 
that Vt has a linear form of A from the expression of Vt. Specially, 
Vt = L t \ t = 0 , l , . . . , r - l , (3.59) 
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where 
LT-1 = [EI{PT-I), . . . , EM{PT-I)] , (3.60) 
Lt = 
= ^ D t E - \ P t P ; ) E { P , ) 亡 = 0 , 1 ， … y T - S j S . e i ) 
k = ^ i ( e ^ i ) -




L= . . (3.63) 
LM 
Then v = LX where L is an nT x M-matrix. Denote by A* the set of optimal 
solutions of the maximization problem (M^). That .TP 
A* = {A e maximizes U}. (3.64) 
Theorem 3.2.4 For different A G A*, problem (^(7, A)) has the same opti-
mal solution, or equivalently, Vt has the same value. 
Proof. For any A 6 A*, v = LX is an optimal solution of the maximization 
problem 
{My) max [/(丑1(4)’...，£；似(4)，丑i(:r:r)’..•，五mOctO) (3.65) 
s.t v = LX, A G R^. 
From Theorem 3.2.2 U is strictly concave in v, and the feasible set of v is 
obviously a convex set. So the solution to (My) is unique. As a result, for all 
A G A*, LX = V*, where v* is the unique optimal solution of Problem (My). 
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Theorem 3.2.4 implies that any one of the optimal solutions to uncon-
strained concave maximization problem (Mx) will yield a unique v and prob-
lem (Mx) can be solved efficiently by some numerical methods. 
Some more results given by the following theorem will help identify the 
parameter A. 
Theorem 3.2.5 There must exist a such that 
(1) X is a solution of the linear equations: 
Ai = 1 + 2ujEi{xT)U*, i = 1 ,2 , . . .，M (3.66) 
where n* is optimal solution of (A(7, A)). 
(2)XeA\ 
Proof From the definition of A* and Theorem 3.2.1, for any TT* G (JASA* A), 
TT* is an optimal solution of {PWP{'y)). By Theorem 3.2.1, we know that 
TT* e n;i(7,d(7r*)), w h e r e 
2ujEI{XT) + 1 
2luE2(XT) + 1 
d ( y ) = . (3.67) 
2UJEM{XT) + 1 
- J TT* 
So, d(7r*) is a solution of equation (3.66). Now, we only need to prove that 
d(7r*) G A* to complete the proof. Noting that d(7r*) generates the optimal so-
lution of PWP{'Y), so (i(7r*) is a maximizer OIU{EI{X'^), . . . 
...，丑M(工T))，leading to d{7T*) G A*. The proof is completed. • 
Corollary 3.2.6 If n e 11^(7, A) and A is the unique solution of the linear 
equation: 
Ai = 1 + 2UEI (XT) Itt*， i = 1,2，...，M, (3.68) 36 
then TT € ^*pwp{'y)-
The corresponding coefficients of the linear equation defined in (3.66) can 
be determined by following steps. Taking Ei on both sides of the wealth 
dynamics (3.44) with control ttJ" , and taking into account that Pt) are 
independent for different t, we get: 
Ei{xt+i) = Eiie^^Xt + Pii-KtXt-^Vt)) 
=[丑i(e?) - Ei{P')tKt]Ei{xt) + 贼 ) V t . (3.69) 
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Solving this recursive equation, we get: 
"T-I -
Eiixr) = - E,{Pl)Kt) Xo 
-t=o • 
r - i / T-i \ 
+ E n ( 丑 办 - H P k W E,{Pi)vt 
t=0 \k=t+l / 
'T-1 _ 
= - E,{Pl)K,) Xo 
-t=o _ 
-了一 2 ( 了 一 1 \ -
+ E l n {E,{el) - 邮 “ P ; ) 左 - i ( 明 ) 斯 
.t=o \k=t+i J V � / . 
=O.iX0 + + •^E讽-欣、Pt 一 礼 讽 \ P “ � 
1 r 
=aiXo + ^bi p(AeT-i) — K^PT-i)E-\PT-iPT-i)HeT-iPT-i) 










= YI(E拟）-丨)KT), (3.71) 
T=O 
bi = 2 ( n - EiiP^W 
t=0 \k=t+l / 
X ( 去 “ 刷 尸 / ) 应 ⑷ 左 ， （3.72) 
+ . (3.73) 
Denote a = [al,...，cim]'，A = [Ai,…，A^]', C = [Qj] and 1 = [ 1 , 1 , . . . , 1]. 
Equation (3.66) now becomes, 
1 + 2LJ{AXO + ^ C X ) 二 X (3.74) 
If matrix ( / — C) is nonsingular, where I is the unit matrix, then. 
A = ( / - + 2aM2：。]. (3.75) 
If matrix (7 - C ) is singular, A* can be found by solving the following opti-
mization problem: 
max — X\L'QYL)X + P^LX (3.76) 
A 
s.t. 1 + 2uj{axo + t ^ C A ) = A. 
Substituting the optimal value of A back to (3.32) yields the optimal portfolio 
policy for {PWP{j)). 
3.3 Algorithm 
Based on Proposition 2.2.3 and Theorem 2.2.4，an algorithm using a reduced 
gradient method to solve model I is proposed as follows. One can refer to 
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16] for detailed discussion on the convergence of this algorithm. 
Algorithm 3.3.1 Step 1. Choose an initial point 7® and a very small 
number e. Let k = 0; 
Step 2. Solve problem to get VH�+). Choose the biggest 
component of 义,denoted by Ik. Calculate: 
rf = 广 [ •丑 ( 7 ” ] , r (3.77) 
老 = 村 村 〉 0 ’ (3.78) 
I - r f ifr'^ < 0. 
4 = -YA. (3.79) 
Step 3. If < e, then stop. Otherwise, goto Step 4-
Step 4' Solve the line search problem: 
mill + 6d'') (3.80) 
s 
S.t. 0 < S < Smax 
where 
{00 ifd^ > 0, 
fc (3.81) 
mmi<i<M{—^\di < 0} otherwise. 
Let S'^ be the optimal solution, and let = � +S^dk’ k — k + 1 goto 
Step 2. 
Now, the problem with a specified trade-off between expected return and 
associated risk has been solved numerically. The derived optimal portfolio 
policy consists of two terms Kt and Vt- Both of them can be calculated off-
line before the real investment process starts if the investor's risk attitude, 40 
represented by u, is specified. 
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Chapter 4 
Model II: Expected Return 
Level Is Specified 
4.1 Problem Formulation 
Consider a capital market with (n + 1) risky securities with random rates 
of returns e .^ The wealth dynamics (2.1), Assumption 2.1.4 and Assump-
tion 2.1.5 given in Chapter 2 are employed. If the investor specifies the 
minimum expected terminal wealth he could accept, then the problem is 
to minimize the corresponding "worst" risk. Mathematically, the portfolio 
problem (GRLP) with a given minimum expected return level is defined as 
follows, 
(GRIP) max min - VarAxT) (4.1) 
Tren i 
f Eiixr) > z z = 1,2,...,M, 
s.t. < 
[ X t + i = e^xt + Plut, t = 0,1，• •.，r 一 1, 
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where 2; is the expected minimum return level specified by the investor. This 
model is more intuitive than Model I because it has the standard form of 
both the single period and multi-period mean-variance formulations. See, 
in this model, the risk can be quantified by maxi Vavi and so the expected 
return by miiii Ei{xT). Our problem is to minimize the risk (maximize its 
negative term in Model II) subject to the expected return greater than or 
equal to a given level. 
It should note that, our model can be also proposed alternatively by the 
following model 
{GRIP') max min EAXT) (4.2) 
7r€n i 
f 
maxi Vari{xT) < cr, 
s.t. 
wealth dynamics (2.1), 
V 
or even one with a trade-off introduced: 
(GRLP') i n ^ I min BJi {xr ) -umax Variixr)^ (4.3) 
s.t. wealth dynamics (2.1). 
Some additional work is needed to bridge this model to the general form 
of Chapter 2 so that the general method discussed previously can be used. 
A primal-dual method will be proposed to fill in the gaps between them. 
First of all, our original problem (JJRLP") can be turned into a minimization 
problem, denoted by {MPGR), with a given return level. It is defined as 
follows: 
M 




Eiixr) > z z = 1,2,...,M 
xt+i = e^xt + Plut, 力 = 0 ’ 1 , . . . , T - 1. 43 
To handle the constraint Ei{xT) > i = 1 , 2 , . . . , M , we apply the 
Lagrange multiplier technique. Similar to the process of solving Model I, we 
first regard coefficient 7 as parameter, and solve the following unconstrained 
problem, denoted by (C/PL(7, IJ)) parameterized by the Lagrange multiplier 
M 
{UPL{-f,iJ,)) m呼 Y ^ l ^ i l ^ i M - 2] - j i V a n i x r ) (4.5) 7r€n ‘ “ 
i=l 
s.t. Xt+i = e^Xt + P/lit, t = 0 , 1 , . . . , T — 1, 
where the multiplier FI > 0. Noting that the formulation of Model II is 
convex, no gap will be resulted from using Lagrange multiplier technique. So, 
the optimal solution of {UPL{'y, n)) is also the optimal solution of {MPGR) 
which turns out to have the same form as the general one with 
MTT) = f i {Ei{xT),Vari{xT)) = "i[丑i(工T) 一 之]一 JiVanixT). (4.6) 
Since 7i > 0, z = 1 , 2 , . . . , M, J is concave in tt. 
4.2 Optimal Max-Min Solution 
Now the center problem we encounter is how to solve the constrained pa-
rameterized problem {UPL('y, (j,)). The embedding technique is also a key in 
the solution process due to the nonseparability of ( [ /PL(7 , (i)) in the sense 
of dynamic programming. We construct an auxiliary problem A(7’ A): 
M 
(A(7 ’ A)) max ^ [XiEiixr) — 7 i ^ i ( 4 ) ] (4.7) 
i=l 
S.t. Xt+i = e\xt + P^Ut, ；t 二 0,1, •. •, T — 1. 
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Denote by fi) and n乂7, A)) the sets of optimal policies of problems 
( [ /PL(7, /x) ) and (A(7, A)), respectively. That is 
n^PX,(7, //)) = {ttItt is an optimal policy of{UPL{'y,"))} (4.8) 
and 
11^(7, A)) = {ttItt is an optimal policy o f � 7， A ) ) } . (4.9) 
Denote 
271 丑 lO^T) + 
力、 272 五2(a>r) + "2 , � 1 八、 
d{7r) = . (4.10) 
- J TT 
Theorem 4.2.1 Ifn* G UuPLil), then tt* G U\{j,d{7r*)). 
Proof: Similar to the proc/ ot Theorem 3.2.1, we define: 
U(五1(4)，五2(4)，…’ EM{XI),EI{xt),E2{XT),…，EM{XT)) 
M 
= ^ i [ E i { x T ) - - ^iVari{xT) 
1=1 
M M M M 
= ( 灯 ） + 五知T) - — (4.11) 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
Noting except that 
二 = ‘ _ 
= 1 , _ 
we can use exactly the same proof of Theorem 3.2.1 to complete the proof 
here. • 
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The optimal solution of the auxiliary problem A(7，A) can be derived 
analytically using dynamic programming. To do this, first define two random 
variables: 
A = Ai = (4.14) 
5 = 7 i i f a = a⑷， (4.15) 




A(7, A) can be rewritten as the following form because of linearity of E: 
maximize E{XXT 一 和 ( 4 . 1 7 ) 
subject to Xt+i = e^Xt + Pj^ Ut, t = 0，1, •. •, T — 1. 
Now, we can use the dynamic programming algorithm to solve this stochastic 
control problem with random parameters. (Note that now 7 is a random 
variable.) 
The dynamic programming algorithm starts for stage T — 1. At stage 
T-1, the optimization problem for a given is as follows, 
m a x JT-1 {UT-I 丨工了-1) 
A � 
= m a x E{XXT — 73： }^ 
= m a x 
- u ' r ^ M W r - i P T - i W - i - (4.18) 
By solving 二二 = 0, we obtain 
喊—1 = E - \ P T - l P i ^ . , ) [ ^ E C X P T - l ) - XT-lE{e'T-lPT-l)]- (4.19) 
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The positive definiteness of the term is guaranteed by the 
assumption. Then substituting back to Jr-i，we get the optimal cost-
to-go given XT-\-
R { X T - I ) = \ T - I X T - I - 7 T - I 4 - I + C T-1 , (4.20) 
where 
7 T - 1 = -
X 斯加 ?尸T - I )， (4.22) 
C t - 1 = (4.23) 
Suppose that the cost-to-go at stage t is of the following form 
Jtixt) = - Itx^t + Ct, (4.24) 
47 
where 
Ae = - E{Pi)E-\PtPi)E{e',Pt)l 
t = 1 ’ 2 ’ . . . ’ T 一 2， （4.25) 
t = l ’ 2 ’ . . . ， T - 2 ’ (4.27) 
7 T - 1 二 斯亏 
(4.28) 
Ct = ^ C f c , (4.29) 
k=t 
Ck = 色 ( P k ) , k = t,t + …,T _ (4.30) 
47A:+I 
Ct -1 = Pt - iPt -I )M>^Pt-I ) - (4.31) 
Notice that this induction assumption holds for stage T - l . 
At stage t - l , the optimization problem for a given Xt-i is as follows, 
max Jt_i(nt_i|a:t_i) 
= m a x E{XtXt - 乂a:� } + Ct 
= m a x {E {XteU)x t - i — m t ( e l i f ) x U } 
- 2jtXt-Met-iPU)]^t-i 
- j t u [ _ , E { P t . i P U > t - i + Ct. (4.32) 
By solving ^ ^ = 0’ we obtain 
u U = — Xt-^E[eUPt-i)\- (4.33) 
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t 
Then substituting back to Jt-i, we get the optimal cost-to-go given 
Xt-i： 
JU^t-i) = A, [E{eU) -
- m e U ? ) -
xxU + ^HPU)E-\Pt-iPU)m-i) 
=Xt-ixt-i - 7t-iXt-i + Ct-i, (4.34) 
where 
V i = A , [ 新 - E{PU)E-\Pt-iPU)MeliPt-i)] , (4.35) 
7.-1 = ^ t l H e U f ) - (4.36) 
Ct- i = ^ E { P U ) E - \ P t - i P U ) m - i ) + a (4.37) 
Thus, we have obtained the optimal portfolio policy of as fol-
lows, 
Ul{xt) = - K t x t + Vt. (4.38) 
where 
Kt = E-\PtPl )E{e ' ,Pt ) , t = 0，1，..., T — 2 (4.39) 
”t = l ; D t E - \ P t P i ) E { P t ) ^ t = 0,1’ … ’ T - 2 (4.40) 
2 7 T - I 
KT-I = (4.41) 
^T-I = (4.42) 
and where 
D 二 n 二 2 + i [ 新 - m)E-\p,PL)MPk)] 
t — nL1+i[斯⑷2)—色(4PD 色 - 〒 k P 站 • 
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4.3 Discussion on Parameter 入 
The remaining task is to determine the parameter A, so as to obtain the opti-
mal solution of problem (UPL{'y,")). Theorem 4.2.1 tells that N ^ p £ , ( 7 , C 
U入efiM n*A(7 , A). For a given 7, 11*4(7，A) is parameterized by A. So prob-
lem (t /PL(7 , /x ) ) can be reduced to the following equivalent maximization 
problem 
(MA) max U (五 i 0 4 )，…，丑M 0 4 ) ’ 丑lO^r)，…’ EM{XT)) , (4.44) 
where Ei{x^) and Ei(ccT), i = 1’ 2，...，M’ are the expected values of rr 圣 and 
Xt , respectively, when the optimal policy of >1(7’ A) is applied. 
Theorem 4.3.1 If the portfolio policy is given by Ut = —KtXt + Vt, then 
U (£^i04)’ … ， E I { X T ) , ...，EM{XT)) is of a quadratic form ofv, that 
is, there exist an nT x nT matrix Qy, an nT-dimensional vector py and a 
real number r^ such that 
U = —V'QyV + pyV + Vy, (4.45) 
where 
V = . (4.46) 
VT-1 
Furthermore, Qv is positive definite. 
Proof From (3.46) and (3.47) we have 
U {Ei{XL),…，EM{XI),EI{XT), ... ’ EM{XT)) 
=-vQyV + pyV + r 们 (4.47) 
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where 
� [ n L - i V r W 叫 、 
^ nI -2 (e' - PkKk)Pi , \ 
Qv = ^f^iCovi ' ' ' ， (4.48) 
. 1 • 
U Pt-1 J； , 
p. = 2 工�f^iCoVi i lV? - iW， 
i=l t=0 
V L J y 
+ , ， (4.49) 
i=i ： 
Ei(PT-l) 
M �T_l _ 
i=l L«=0 . 
M � T- l "I / M \ 
+ Vaviillie', - PlKt))xl - ^ M i U - (4.50) 
i=l L t=0 」 \i=l J 
Using exactly the same method as that in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2, we 
can prove that Qv is positive definite. • 
As before, we only need to show that the term Vt in the expression of the 
optimal policy is linear of A. Notice 
Vt = ^DtE-\PtPl)E{Pt)XT-u t = 0 , l , . . . , T - 2 . (4.51) 
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~ U 
It suffices to prove that A^-i is linear in A. From the definition of E and 
expression of AT-I, we have: 
M 
i=l 
Thus, for any t = 0,1,... — 1, Vt is linear in A. Specially, 




L 二 . ， （4.54) 
LM 
LT-1 = [EI{PT-I),…’ EM{PT-I)]， （4.55) 
Lt 二 � D t色 - \ P t P i ) 色 
2 7 T - I 
=^^DTE-\PTPL)E{PT) [H, . . . , IM] T = 2 , ( 4 . 5 6 ) 
k = - E,[P!r_^)E-\^PT-iP!r-i) 
X E { J E ^ T - I P T - I ) , Z = 1 , 2 , . . . , M . ( 4 . 5 7 ) 
Denote by A* the set of optimal solutions of the maximization problem (M^). 
That is 
A* = {A e maximizes [ / } . (4.58) 
Theorem 4.3 .2 For different A G A*，problem (^(7, A)) has the same opti-
mal solution, or equivalently，Vt has the same value. 
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Theorem 4.3.3 //TT G 11^(7, A) and X is the unique solution of the linear 
equation: 
Xi = m + 2jiEi{xT)U*, i = 1,2,...，M， (4.59) 
then TT e IIUPL{I)' 
The proofs of the above two theorems are omitted here because we can use 
exactly the same proofs of Theorem 3.2.4 and Theorem 3.2.5 to complete the 
proofs. The coefficients of the linear equation in (4.59) can be determined 
by the following steps. Taking Ei on both sides of the wealth dynamics with 
control ul, and together with the assumption (e?, Pt) are independent for 
different t, we get 
Ei{xt+i) = Ei{e'',xt + Pi{-Ktxt + Vt)) 
= [ E i { e ' t ) - Ei{P')tKt\E(xt) + E i i P f W (4.60) 
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Solving this recursive equation, we get 
T-l 
Eiixr) = [l[{Ei{e',)-E,{P;)Kt)]xo 
t=o 
+ E ( n ( 胁 O J - E 啦 
.f=0 \k=t+l ) _ 
Zi -




= a i x o + 击 Z [hEjie'r-,) — ti五_；诉-1)左-i(评T-IP：^一i)应(加一 
3 
1 M 




T - L 
ai = l [ { E , { e ' , ) - E , { P ; ) K t ) , (4.62) 
t=o 
bi = 
t=0 \fc=t+l / 
X ( 臺 A 五 i ( 尸 左 - i m p / ) 斯 ， （4.63) 
. (4.64) 
Denote A = [al，…，a^f]' and C = [c^]. Equation (4.59) becomes 
II + 2diag(7)(如0 + \ c X ) = A. (4.65) 
If matrix ( / — C) is nonsingular, then 
A = ( / - + 2diag(7)aa;o]. (4.66) 
If matrix ( I - C ) is singular, then A* can be found by the following optimiza-
tion problem: 
(MA) max (丑i(4)，…，EM(4)，丑I(A>r),…，五MO^T)) (4.67) 
s.t. iU + 2diag(7)(aa;o + - C A ) = A. 
Substituting the optimal value of A* back to (4.38) yields the optimal port-




iJ(7’ ii) 二 max y ^ iii[Ei{xT) - 2] - j iVari(xT). (4.68) 
7R€N ‘ “ i=l 
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Prom Theorem 2.2.4, at a point 7 G F and /i > 0, H , p) is differentiable 
with the following gradient: 
-Vari{XT)\L 
—VARMIXT) T 
、乂冗 . （4.69) 
EI{xt)\%-Z 
_ EM{xt)\1-Z _ 
An algorithm is proposed to determine the optimal (7*, 
Algorithm 4.4.1 Step 1. Choose initial points G F； > 0 and a 
very small number e. Let k = 0; 
Step 2. Solve problem to 供 t V ^ i / C ) � / ) anc? VpiJC)知’知). 
Choose the biggest component of 千 ’ denoted by Ik. Calculate: . 
rf = (4.70) 
< = { - 村 村 〉 0 ， ， (4.71) 
[ - r f ifr^ < 0. 
= - T A (4.72) 
< = 卜 聊 # 卜 0 ， ’ (4.73) 
I m a x ( 0 ， — V p 丑 = 0. 
( f = . (4.74) 
Step 3. If Ijd&ll < e, then stop. Otherwise, goto Step 4-
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Step 4- Solve the line search problem: 
mm H � � + / + (4.75) 
s.t. + Sd^>0 
S>0. 
After optimal ( 7 * ’ " * ) is achieved, substitute it back to (4.38), the optimal 




To demonstrate our proposed models and their corresponding solution meth-
ods, the numerical performance of Model I and Model II will be investigated 
in this chapter. 
Case 1. An investor has one unit of wealth at the beginning of the 
planning horizon. There are three risky securities, A, B, C in the market, ； 
with T=3 . Suppose that there exist two modes in the market at each time 
period, and that the market statistics is listed as follows: 
E(et|market mode 1) = [1.162, 1.246, 1.228]， t = 0,1,2; 
0.0146 0.0187 0.0145 
Co?;(et|market mode 1) = 0.0187 0.0854 0.0104 ， t = 0,1,2; 
_ 0.0145 0.0104 0.0289 _ 
E(et|market mode 2) = [1.158, 1.190, 1.210]，t = 0 ’ l ’ 2 ; 
0.0104 0.0128 0.0095 
Ccw(et|market m o d e 2) = 0.0128 0.0610 0.0114 , 力 = 0 , 1 ’ 2; 
0.0095 0.0114 0.0132 
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Suppose that the investor seeks a portfolio policy with a given trade-off 
between the expected terminal wealth and risk, CJ = 2. We use the algorithm 
developed in Chapter 3 to solve the problem. Select a start point 
7° = [0.125,0.125,0.125,0.125,0.125,0.125,0.125,0.125 
and let e == 0.0001. The corresponding optimal portfolio policy is given by 
ul = -KtXt + Vt, 
where 
1.3736 1 � 1 . 4 0 9 8 1 � 1 . 4 5 3 2 
Ko = ,Ki= ,K2= , 
4.9683 J [ 4.8600 J [ 4.7346 
_ "n r 「 • 
1.9334 2.3303 2.8221 
Vo = ,Vi = ,V2 = . 
7 . 3 2 9 2 � 8.4057 J [ 9.6001 
The corresponding optimal weighting coefficient 
7* = [0，0.2769,0.3376，0’ 0.3855,0，0’ 0；. 
The investment in the first security, asset A, at tth period is {xt — 
The expected terminal wealth and terminal variance for all possible market 
modes are given in Table 5.1. The max-min policy is an equalizing strategy 
as pointed in [13]. It is evidenced by the same value of Ei{x2) — 2Vari{xs) 
for the second, the third and the fifth modes. The remaining modes are 
corresponding to inactive constraints due to 7i = 74 = 76 = 77 = 78 = 0. 
Case 2. In this case, we will compare the performance of Model I with 
the performance of the model studied in [14] (Model MV). 
For Model MV, the optimal policy can be calculated based on the statis-
tics of market mode (2,2，2). Using the result of [14], we can calculate Kt 
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Table 5.1: Performance of Model I, a; = 2 
Market mode 五{(2:3) Vari{xs) Ei{x3)- 2'^Vari{xs) 
(1, 1, 1) 2.1343 0.2155 1.7032 
(1, 1，2) 2.0926 0.1957 1.7012 
(1, 2，1) 2.0969 0.1979 1.7011 
(1, 2, 2) 2.0481 0.1705 1.7071 
(2, 1’ 1) 2.0995 0.1992 1.7012 
(2，1’ 2) 2.0512 0.1723 1.7066 
(2, 2，1) 2.0555 0.1748 1.7059 
(2, 2, 2) 1.9989 0.1376 1.7236 
and VT analytically with parameter UJ = 1. The expected terminal wealth and 
terminal variance for all the possible market modes are given in Table 5.2. 
For Model I with a; = 1, the initial point 7° and e are selected as Case 1. 
The numerical result is listed in Table 5.3. 
We can observe from Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 that the portfolio policy 
generated by Model I is more conservative when compared to Model MV 
with the same trade-off between the expected return and the risk. For the 
market assumed (mode (2,2,2) in this case), Model MV performs better (the 
value of Ei{xT) —(joVari{xT) is lager) than Model I. But for all other market 
modes, Model I is clearly superior to Model MV as illustrated in Table 5.2. 
The risk generated by Model MV may be quite high when compared to the 
risk generated by Model I in certain market modes. 
Case 3. Now we investigate how the trade-off u influences the optimal 7*. 
In order to make it easier to observe the outcome, we simplify the problem. 
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Table 5.2: Performance of Model MV, u = I 
Market mode Ei{xs) Vari{x^) Ei{x3)- Vari{xs) 
(1, 1’ 1) 3.3646 3.2526 0.1120 
(1, 1’ 2) 3.2885 2.1601 1.1283 
(1, 2，1) 3.2985 2.2150 1.0835 
(1, 2, 2) 3.2063 1.3917 1.8146 
(2, 1, 1) 3.3035 2.2594 1.0441 
(2, 1, 2) 3.2124 1.4263 1.7862 
(2’ 2, 1) 3.2225 1.4827 1.7398 
(2, 2，2) 3.1117 0.8201 2.2915 
Suppose there are only 2 overall market modes, (1,1) and (1,2), and the 
market statistics are the same as in Case 1. Figure 5.1-Figure 5.4 show the 
chart of /f(7i，1 — 7丄)for different u . 
The reason behind this phenomenon is quite simple. The larger the value 
of u the more the investor cares about the risk. Hence the market mode 1 
under which both of the return and the risk are higher will get more weight. 
So when a; = 5, 71 = 1 and mode 1 dominates mode 2. 
Case 4' An investor has one unit of wealth at the beginning of the 
planning horizon. There are three risky securities, A, B, C in the market, 
with T=2. Suppose there exist two modes in the market, and the market 
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Table 5.3: Performance of Model I，cj = 1 
Market mode Ei{xs) Vari{xs) Ei{xs)- Vari(xz) 7* 
(1, 1，1) 2.7645 0.7149 2.0496 0 
(1，1’ 2) 2.6855 0.6490 2.0365 0.3333 
(1, 2’ 1) 2.6911 0.6543 2.0368 0.2050 
(1，2’ 2) 2.5982 0.5601 2.0380 0 
(2, 1, 1) 2.6947 0.6582 2.0365 0.1480 
(2, 1, 2) 2.6024 0.5656 2.0368 0.0771 
(2, 2, 1) 2.6079 0.5714 2.0365 0.2366 
(2, 2，2) 2.4991 0.4396 2.0594 0 
statistics are listed as follows: 
E{et\mavket mode 1) = [1.162,1.246,1.228]，t = 0,1; 
0.0146 0.0187 0.0145 
Co?; (et I market mode 1) = 0.0187 0.0854 0.0104 , t = 0 , l ; 
0.0145 0.0104 0.0289 _ 
£;(et|market mode 2) = [1.208,1.170,1.240], t = 0,1; 
0.0184 0.0128 0.0095 
Cot; (cf I market mode 2) = 0.0128 0.0610 0.0114 ,力= 0，1 ; 
0.0095 0.0114 0.0350 _ • 
Suppose Model II is used to seek the optimal portfolio policy with the 
minimum expected return z = 1.5. We use the algorithm developed in Chap-
ter 4 to solve the problem. Select an initial point 
(7°, "。）= [0.25,0.25，0.25,0.25,0，0,0，0: 
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Figure 5.1: Model I, a; = 0.05: Chart of 丑(7) 
and let e = 0.0001. The corresponding optimal policy is given by 
ul = -KtXt + Vt, 
where 
0.3457 1 � - 0 . 8 7 5 0 
Ko = 
1.9361 J [ 1.0869 
0.4853 1 [ -0.8465 
vo = ,Vi = 
2.7363 J L 2 - 1 7 6 0 
The corresponding optimal weighting coefficient 
= [0,0,0.0569,0.9431,0.4251,0.3212,0,0]. 
The associated risk level 
max Vari{x2) = 0.0744 
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Figure 5.2: Model I, a; = 0.5: Chart of 丑(7) 
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The expected terminal wealth and terminal variance for all possible mar-
ket modes are listed in Table 5.4. Figure 5.5 illustrates that the rink generated 
by Model MV may be quite high when compared to the risk generated by 
Model II in certain market modes. And Figure 5.6 shows the return perfor-
mances of Model II and Model MV. 
Table 5.4: Performance of Model II, z = 1.5 
Market mode 丑 � � Van � 7* A^* 
(1, 1) 1.4999 0.0698 0 0.4251 
(1, 2) 1.5000 0.0701 0 0.3212 
(2，1) 1.5020 0.0743 0.0596 0 
(2, 2) 1.5020 0.0744 0.9431 0 
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Figure 5.3: Model I, a; = 2: Chart of H{j) 
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Figure 5.4: Model I, a; = 5: Chart of 丑(7) 
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Mode (1 ,1 ) Mode (1 ,2 ) Mode (2 ,1 ) Mode (2 ,2 ) 
Market Mode 
Figure 5.5: Comparison between Model II and Model MV, z=1.5: the Vari-
ance of Terminal Wealth under Different Market Modes. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between Model II and Model MV, z=1.5: the Ex-




The multi-period mean-variance formulation has been extended in this thesis 
to the multi-mode multi-period mean-variance portfolio selection problem. 
First of all, a survey on Markowitz's model and some of its extension are 
carried out in Chapter 1. 
Then a general model with multi-modes is proposed in Chapter 2. A two-
step solution framework to deal with the "max-min" problem is developed 
and some useful properties of this methodology framework are discussed. It 
is shown that, our "max-min" problem can be solved via a two-level itera-
tive process between a weighting problem and a minimization problem with 
respect to the weighting vector. It should be emphasized that the essential 
idea behind the whole scheme is a prime-dual approach. 
In Chapter 3, we investigate a specific problem with a given trade-off 
between the expectation and variance. After employing an embedding tech-
nique, the weighting problem is converted into a tractable auxiliary problem 
which can be solved by dynamic programming. The central difficulty in this 
chapter is the identification of the parameter introduced by the embedding 
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technique. Although this parameter can not be determined uniquely, the 
uniqueness of the optimal solution of the original weighting problem can be 
guaranteed, which will eventually determine the searching process for optimal 
weighting coefficient in the next step. 
The structure of Chapter 4 is almost the same as that of Chapter 3 except 
that a revised problem formulation is considered. The routine steps are listed 
such as the weighing problem, and the embedding technique. After that, the 
two parameters involved are determined. 
Finally, several numerical examples are given in Chapter 5. 
For future work, we plan to study the case when the market mode is 
observable, or say, more information is accumulated, the weighting method 
can not handle this problem because the uncertainty scale will decrease when 
time goes on. Another interesting research subject is investigation of a model 
in which the market mode is formulated as a Markov chain. 
• . I . • • 
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